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Since the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War 
era, artistic works have reacted to the transformations, perceptions 
and e� ects on the fading memory of the socialist past. Curatorial 
projects like Interrupted Histories by Zdenka Badovinac in 20061, 
Progressive Nostalgia organised by Viktor Misiano in 20072, or more 
recently, Ostalgia by Massimiliano Gioni in 20113 and � e Way of 
the Shovel : Art as Archaeology in 2013 by Dieter  Roelstraete4 in one 
way or the other dealt with the predetermined and transformative 
nature of memories. Localising and discussing the socialist experi-
ence became an important focus of many artists and curatorial 
 projects, and only recently the web’s “ever-growing memory- 
banks (i.e. [...] online encyclopedias, search engines, and the like 
[...]”5 have entered the realm of artists as historiographers, archae-
ologists or storytellers. In the last chapter of her book � e Future of 
Nostalgia (2001), literature theorist Svetlana Boym makes a crucial 
remark on the status of memory in the digital age revealing her 
technological skepticism :
  “Computer memory is independent of affect and the vicissi-

tudes of time, politics and history; it has no patina of history, 

and everything has the same digital texture. On the blue screen 

two scenarios of memory are possible : a total recall of undi-

gested information bytes or an equally total amnesia that could 

occur in a heartbeat with a sudden technical failure.”6
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and is there something like a digitisation of memory happening 
within them?
 By exemplarily focusing on two video installations which I 
understand as mnemonic topographies in the light of the socialist 
past, Anri Sala’s Intervista (Finding the Words) (1998) and Hito 
Steyerl’s Factory of the Sun (2015), this paper investigates how 
post-socialist memory has changed in contemporary video works 
since the late 1990s.

Mnemonic Topography I : Intervista (Finding the Words)

� e iconic 1998 video work Intervista (Finding the Words) by 
 Albanian artist Anri Sala (* 1974 in Tirana) has become one of the 
best known and most circulated artworks re� ecting the post- 
socialist transition in the 2000s14 as it deals with the biography of 
the artist’s mother as a kind of “model biography.”15 � e story of the 
� lm – considered as typical for the post-socialist experience – is 
structured as follows : some years a� er the end of the communist 
regime in Tirana, Sala discovers an undeveloped 16 mm � lm in a 
box at his parents’ house. � e artist takes the negative to Paris, de-
velops and restores it. On the tape he recognises his mother at the 
age of thirty-two, giving an interview and posing with the state’s 
president and communist leader Enver Hoxha during an Albanian 
Youth Congress in the late 1970s. � e key feature of this found-foot-
age material is the missing sound, which was lost during its time in 
storage. � erefore Sala goes to a deaf-mute school in Tirana, where 
his mother’s spoken words are lip read to reconstruct her original 
speech. Sala adds the missing sound as a wri� en text below the 
 image and visits his mother to show her the restored tape (Fig. 1). 
It turns out that in 1977 Valdet Sala was the former head of the 
communist “youth alliance,” � rmly formulating propagandistic 
statements for the cameras of Albanian state television.
 Like the complex, heterochronic “motion capture studio 
 Gulag” in Steyerl’s Factory of the Sun (which is the spatial se� ing of 
the video game at the center of her work), Sala gives an example of 

 I would like to prove that the concept of memory has so tre-
mendously changed that a strong di� erentiation between virtual 
 memory and cultural memory7 has lost its validity. When Boym 
talks about “computer memory” as if it is being hosted in a virtual 
non-place, this seems to be an assertion hard to maintain because 
we have learned that the digital and the ‘real’ merge into ever new 
forms and devices.8 Within a condition in which the virtual is no 
longer considered as separate and ‘unreal’, this paper traces the 
transformation of cultural memory on socialism in times of digiti-
sation and of “too many histories,” as cultural theorist Jan Verwoert 
describes the new situation a� er 1989.9 Identifying artistic video 
installations as cinematographical spaces or “digital topogra-
phies,”10 to use artist Hito Steyerl’s expression, which are dedicated 
to reactivate and choreograph past events, one can assume that 
the processes of cultural memory have changed simultaneously 
with the meanings of the word “virtual.”11 Apparently, memory has 
 undergone a process of transformation ranging from the documen-
tary approach to practices of reenactment, to today’s prevalent 
 performative, linguistic and narrative experiments in distinct 
 audio-visual installations. Consequently many video works be-
come increasingly disloyal to facts and gain independence from 
historical accuracy – � rst, because their conceptualisation is more 
and more informed by human and digital second-hand sources and 
furthermore because the experimental performing of the socialist 
memory within video works and their environments is transgress-
ing the antagonism between the historical and the imaginary.12

 We are indeed already in the midst of Boym’s memory scenario 
in which her “undigested information bytes” � ood the popularised 
visual databases of socialist history, linked together into group 
memory systems like computers logged into networks.13 New tech-
nological habits and the temporal distance to the past undoubtedly 
a� ect the way socialist experiences are approached. � erefore the 
questions in this respect must be : How is the experience of the 
 socialist past re� ected upon in contemporary video installations 
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retrospective and prospective orientation. In the introduction to 
her book, Svetlana Boym clari� es that the consideration of the fu-
ture, and the connection between personal and collective memory, 
strongly characterise her vision of nostalgia. She particularly aims 
at “unrealised dreams of the past” and speculates about their “direct 
impact on realities of the future” which explains nostalgia’s being 
both retrospectively and prospectively structured.19 But where is 
the prospective aspect in Sala’s individualised mnemonic topogra-
phy exposing his mother’s private living room?
 Sala’s work was produced in the 1990s, a time when, accord-
ing to art historian Edit András, “the new democratic countries 
tried to clean up the ideologically polluted public sphere with its 
powerful images by demolishing statues, removing icons [...] and 
renaming streets and squares [...].”20 � is decade of clean-up and 
forge� ing was also accompanied by an unwillingness to speak 
about the socialist past, and therefore András situates the emer-
gence of Sala’s video work in an unpragmatic “phase of denial and 
rejection,”21 at the core of this amnesic period in the 1990s. Hence, 
Sala produced a video work, which actually is highly prospective in 
that it is based on the idea that the process of speaking about the 
socialist experience and heritage has begun and will ensue in 
 almost all Central and Eastern European living rooms. If one fol-
lows art historian Bojana Pejić, the creation of a “geographical map” 
with “newly shaped borders” can be seen as in� uential as the pro-
cesses of “naming and renaming” and “� nding the words” in the 
post-communist discourse.22 While “intervista” is the Albanian 
word for interview, the title in parentheses, “� nding the words,” 
leads to the impression that the lost words have to be retrieved in 
order to give a voice to the past. Excavating and reconstructing 
the 16 mm videotape and its audio track in the video work, Sala 
 provides an example for a “re� ective nostalgia”23 which points to-
wards the future and raises awareness for the collective framework 
of memory, because his mother’s life story is deeply interwoven 
with a societal system and a past community of political leaders.   

“transactive memory,” a memory that is kept outside of our 
 bodies16 : the 16 mm � lm in his parents’ house, stored away and 
subsequently ‘forgo� en’ by the mother. Within their respective 
works, Sala and Steyerl both re� ect the contemporaries’ dealing 
with the transformation and the necessity of creating spaces of 
 remembrance and retrospection. Art historian Mark Godfrey puts 
the historical relevance of Intervista (Finding the Words) in a nut-
shell :
  „In this Communist era, historical representation itself had been 

banished : one of the crucial aspects of the work was that Sala 

not only looked back, but retrieved the very possibility of retro-

spection.”17

 Refusing the dominant, psychologising reading of Intervista – 
particularly the widely established thesis that the mother is working 
through her traumatic past – here, the character of retrospection 
gains more importance.18 To explore the work’s inherent conceptu-
alisation of memory, it is important to take into account the 
 two-fold nature of nostalgia as a motor of looking at the past : its 

Fig. 1  Anri Sala, Intervista (Finding the Words), 1998, video still, 
single-channel video, stereo sound, colour, 26 :39 min.
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Although we also have a life story in the center, namely the one of 
the protagonist Yulia (and by implication that of her brother, aunt, 
parents, and grandparents), this video installation establishes a 
multi-temporal, fanned out topography, which is sca� ered into var-
ious imaginary, ‘real’ and virtual topoi.

Mnemonic Topography II : Factory of the Sun

Hito Steyerl calls the informational and interrelated spaces in the 
World Wide Web “digital topographies,” that re� ect the new geog-
raphies of globalisation and the structure of the web.30 In Factory of 
the Sun (2015), Steyerl develops a topographical scenario on a 

 “holodeck” that is related to the retelling of a personal story : the 
escape of the female protagonist’s Jewish-Russian family from 
 Russia, and the story of her aunt growing up in the Soviet Gulag as 
an “orphan of the enemy.” A� er recounting her family’s emigration 
from Russia through Israel to Canada, the programmer and main 
character ‘outside’ the video game, Yulia, a white, androgynous 
woman in her mid twenties, introduces the claustrophobic “motion 
capture studio Gulag :” a precisely measured studio space for the 
recording of human motions, whose prisoners are surveilled, 
threatened and most presumably killed by laser drones of the 
Deutsche Bank. Yulia’s brother Michael and the other actors within 
the video game are condemned to absorb light and transform it 
into the physical energy of movements and dance. � e energy is 
then being turned into light impulses within another digital space : 
the virtual reality of the computer game itself. Yulia describes the 
other human and digital actors’ mission as follows :
  “At this point in the game, everything flips. It turns out, you are 

your own enemy, you have to make your way through a motion 

capture studio Gulag. Everyone is working happily, the sun is 

shining all the time, it’s totally awful.”

 Step by step, the viewer gets familiar with the ideology and 
the down sides of this “motion capture studio Gulag,” that is 

 � e experience of the “total break with an established social 
normality” a� er 1989 has not only a� ected Sala and his mother,24 it 
also represents an impression of almost every citizen of Albania, of 
the people from the former “East” and also of many people from 
the former “West.” � e artist understood that his mother’s life story 
as well as his curiosity and longing for truth are supra-individual 
phenomena; Intervista uses a personal perspective to raise an 
awareness for the “breakdown of language”25 a� er the end of the 
Cold War and for the growing future responsibility to build new 
narratives from forgo� en cultural artefacts like the � lm reel in Salas 
work. � us, it is not without reason that since the 2000s art histo-
rians have been speaking about the ‘return of memory’ within 
visual art26 because during these years one could have stumbled 
upon “a trace, a detail, a suggestive synecdoche”27 leading to the 
socialist history in domestic and public places at any moment.
 In Sala’s early video work of the late 1990s we discover an 
actually existing house, a building, still hosting archaeological 
 remains of the socialist past. � e system's collapse is still present 
and a disturbing melancholia has impregnated the video’s imagery 
and its documentary aesthetics. Although this drama lies in the 
past and is therefore invisible, it has le�  rare material evidences like 
the discarded 16 mm � lm in the box. � e � lmic demonstration of 
the material and the interactions of mother and son mostly take 
place in a private middle-class apartment of the late 1990s. Several 
breakdowns of the mother’s speech, the grainy video quality and 
the close-ups of her face strengthen the e� ect of authenticity and of 
a realistic possibility of successfully digesting or processing the in-
formation – a promise that Hito Steyerl’s video work is at no point 
intending to give. Accordingly, Intervista (Finding the Words) is a 
video work which subtly conveys that the indices and sores can be 
traced back, narrativised and processed. On the contrary, what we 
will � nd in Factory of the Sun is a concept of memory that is 
 commi� ed to “unrealized possibilities, unpredictable turns and 
crossroads,”28 but also to an “amalgamation of past and future.”29 
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“a new visual normality – a new subjectivity safely folded into sur-
veillance technology [...].”34 In Factory of the Sun, the new vertical 
distribution of power or the growing importance of “aerial views, 
3-D nose-drives, Google Maps, and surveillance panoramas”35 
seems to be strongly related to the nature of � nancialisation, the 

“post-medium condition of the capital” which organises and con-
trols social relations, as described by philosopher Kerstin Stakemeier 
with reference to economist Giannis Milios.36 � e video work’s 
 labour camp scenario seems to be inspired by � e Hunger Games by 
Suzanne Collins and the story’s tributes who are responsible for 
freeing the citizens from oppression and poverty – only that in 
 Factory of the Sun the president and the Capitol are replaced by 
a global company : the Deutsche Bank which is able to supervise 
social performances. � e brother’s subjectivity gets introduced as 
one of a protester, a dissident who has replicated himself into 
 digital activists, the anime characters Naked Normal, Liquid Easy, 
High Voltage or Big Boss Hard Facts (Fig. 2); however the brother 
turns out to be a prisoner who is forced to produce sunlight for an 
anonymous empire, constantly persecuted and threatened by laser 
drones. His subjectivity does not completely merge in surveillance 
technology because it cannot be fully annihilated; with his reve-
nants and their dancing moves he � rst appears to follow a secret 

 characterised by the vital dependency from sunlight. He also meets 
Yulia’s brother, who in virtual ‘real life’ is a dancing star on Youtube. 
� roughout the video, he replicates himself into various Japanese 
anime characters with radical le� ist political agendas. � e move-
ments of the video games’ main protagonist and forced labourer 
are thus tracked, recorded and synchronously reenacted by the 
 animated characters that are dancing nonstop on the “holodeck.”
 “Motion capture studio Gulag” is a hybrid conceptual term 
that connects two former, Cold War-inspired antipodes : the “West-
ern,” futuristic motion capture technique, developed for video 
games, movies and TV series, and one of the darkest chapters of 
Soviet history, the Gulag forced labour camps which existed under 
Stalinism. In Factory of the Sun, there are several of Boym’s “undi-
gested information bytes,”31 temporal memory images that literally 
� oat through digital space in a disparate but nevertheless meaning-
ful, transhistorical way : light bulbs, a silver laptop, golden Stalin 
busts, the heroically raised arms of a communist leader’s statue, a 
car, a drone, the NSA listening station Teufelsberg, the motion 
 capture re� ective markers, the anime characters and the Kremlin in 
Moscow. � us, the “motion capture studio Gulag” suspends the 
concept of linear time, exemplifying a “world in turmoil”32 in which 
historical events like the electri� cation, the digitisation, the Cold 
War’s East / West competition or the family’s migration story  appear 
as mere movable global icons.
 � e brother’s staged “death” is certainly one of the most re-
markable themes of the video work : one can see it coming all the 
way through, but in the moment it occurs the image is blackened. 
Earlier in the video, the brother rehearses his death several times, 
pretending he has been hit by a drone and sinking down. � is sim-
ulation happens for the camera; his sister praises his performance 
and he repeatedly slumps down for the video game’s motion cap-
ture program – as if it would be important to record many di� erent, 
‘natural’ dying scenes for the bene� t of the game.33 In her writings, 
Steyerl states that drones “survey, track and kill” in the service of 

Fig. 2  Hito Steyerl, Factory of the Sun, 2015, video still, sing-
le-channel HD video, stereo sound, colour, 22 :56 min.
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art can therefore be understood as a process of constructing virtual 
mnemonic spaces through an active creation of familiar and un-
familiar spaces of remembrance. In a particular way, these localisa-
tions of images within chosen architectures help to make visible 
the absent and past forms and bodies as well as things and words, 
because it is only due to the mneme, the memorial technique, that 
they at all occupy certain localities.41 If we read video installations 
like Factory of the Sun as virtual mnemonic topographies, one can 
envision these territories as mnemic zones in which memorisable 
sentences, forms, bodies and things get performed.
 � e appearance of new media art, and especially the video 
installation, makes a signi� cant impact on the relationship between 
the work of art and the spectator. As I have pointed out, I under-
stand video installations such as Factory of the Sun as virtual 
 mnemonic topographies : a constellation of the exhibition space, 
the digital video narrative and the viewing subject that is involved 
into a pre-constructed cinematographic theater setup. Whereas 
Anri Sala’s Intervista (Finding the Words) can get screened, virtual 
mnemonic topographies require a speci� c environment in order to 
be viewed and are therefore usually created for darkened 
rooms – the so-called black box – , in which the viewer’s a� ention 
gets monopolised.42 Art historian Charlo� e Klonk argues that 
these dark spaces would produce a “bodiless, lost-to-the-world 
 cinema spectator”43 which merges with the increasing heterochrony 
of the fundamental narratives in a growing number of historio-
graphical video works. In Factory of the Sun, for example, this 

“holodeck dreamscape”44 is not only virtual in terms of its material 
nature, but also : “the result of an interaction between subjects and 
objects, between actual landscapes and the landscapes of the mind. 
Both are forms of virtuality that only the human consciousness can 
recognize.”45 Virtuality also helps to discover the prospective quality 
of memories and of processes of remembrance, editing the works’ 
implicit temporal horizons : it opens up for modalities of the 
 present and the future, – made possible by the above-named fusion 

agenda using light for posthuman and counter-hegemonic conver-
sions and reversals. But although he and his digital replicants pos-
sess utopian sci-�  abilities such as multiple lives, time travelling37 
and superpowers38, the visitor soon starts to learn that the dancing 
young opponents on the platform of Teufelsberg are detainees of 
the Deutsche Bank who have faced disastrous economical and po-
litical situations on a global scale. In the follow-up breaking news 
segment, a Deutsche Bank spokesperson inconsistenly admits the 
brother’s killing, smugly speaking of a “terrorist defence measure,” 
denying a liquidation for political or � nancial reasons.
 In the exhibition catalogue � e Future of Memory (2015), art 
historian and curator Nicolaus Scha� ausen explains that in con-
trast to the conception of ‘real’ memories by which he means 

“memories of events and spaces we experienced personally, now we 
are being confronted more and more with the recall of experiences 
we have gained from virtual sources.”39 Hence, in the digital age, we 
are observing two crucial transformations that in� uence the face 
and nature of cultural memory related to socialist times : virtual 
memory competing with ‘real’ memory; and the fading – in fact by 
now almost non-existing – socialist experience of the younger gen-
eration. � is explains the new entanglement of the documentary 
and the virtual and the subsequent diminishment of ‘real’ experi-
ences. � ese aspects in� uence today’s ‘art of memory’ in a profound 
way, because it can no longer be understood merely as an “art of 
recollection.”40 Rather, I assume that the selected video work and 
video installation con� gure mnemonic topographies subtly con-
necting the growing digitisation and new technological possibilities 
with the more and more distant memory of the socialist past.

Overcoming the ‘Real :’ Virtual Mnemonic Topographies

In our two examples, memory takes two di� erent paths : one is 
characterised by the illusion of an adaption (Sala), the other is 
 in� uenced by a virtual simulation of the imagined past, present and 
future (Steyerl). � e historiographical operation in today’s video 
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of “actual landscapes and the landscapes of the mind.” Especially 
with regard to today’s ‘art of memory’ practiced by contemporary 
video art, the learning, mediation and experimentation with memory 
techniques set the ground for a be� er understanding of the web’s 
earlier mentioned multi-temporal and disordered “memory banks.”
 Virtual mnemonic topographies hence generate an isolated 
space of an intermediary experience of the socialist past and impose 
it upon the spectator not only in terms of the darkened interior, but 
as well in the sense of transforming the ways of visualising the past 
in synch with new technological possibilities and display strategies. 
In Factory of the Sun, this transformation has been performed by 
placing the spectators within the expanded space of the video : sun 
loungers and beach chairs for the public are installed in front of the 
monumental video screen, whereas the entire room of the installa-
tion simulates the “motion capture studio” and is illuminated by 
the blue grid in the space (Fig. 3). If in our two examples one � nds 
that the virtual reality “holodeck dreamscape”46 has replaced the 
immediate � rst-hand encounter with the ‘real’ experience of the 
past – what has happened to memory then? It has been transformed 
towards a framework for performing digitally stored records and 
narrations. In a time when digital images increasingly lose their 
 intrinsic memorability47, the spectator of virtual mnemonic topog-
raphies gets invited to a simulation of the imagined past and 
 present, involving the second generation as narrator, programmer 
and protester.   
 

Fig. 3  Hito Steyerl, Factory of the Sun, 2015, installation view at 
56th Venice Biennale, German Pavilion, Courtesy the artist; 
photographer : Manuel Reinartz
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